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Nominated by the Canadian Society of Senior Engineers

Suzelle Barrington is an internationally recognized researcher, innovator and consultant in Agricultural Engineering, a leader of learned and professional organizations and a role model and mentor for women in engineering.

As Professor in Environmental Engineering at McGill University, she produced design criteria acknowledged worldwide, such as earthen wastewater storage facilities and odour-dispersing natural wind breaks. From 2010 to 2014, she held an International Research Chair with l'Université Européenne de Bretagne, where she guided and coordinated the research efforts of four groups, and successfully introduced new management concepts in organic waste management and gaseous emission control.

She is a prodigious author of scientific papers, a frequent conference presenter and has created international opportunities for several Canadian companies. She has received several recognitions for her significant contributions to the engineering profession including four Fellowships and a Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee medal.

Ladies and gentlemen, and Mr. President, please welcome Suzelle Barrington as a Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada.